Evolving CFA UK’s volunteering structure
Why?
CFA Society of the UK is the largest regional CFA society in the world with about 12,000 members. We also have the
largest number of staff working to deliver excellent member services.
CFA UK’s board want to carry on increasing the quality of delivery to the membership, but in order to do so we need to
look beyond the staffed office to our greatest resource – our incredible network of volunteers.
The new volunteer structure is designed to involve more volunteers, increasing the membership voice in our services
and the quality of core services such as education, advocacy, careers and networks. It is also designed to be a more
rewarding and enjoyable experience for all.
What?
Strategy, planning and action are all vital steps to creating the CFA UK experience. Each step exercises different
skills and motivations for volunteers and, just like in any business, best practice shows it’s wise to separate
responsibility for these steps.
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COLLECTIVE IMPACT
We are moving towards steering committees who look at the member experience in the round and provide working
groups with a top-level planning structure so they are free to take action and focus on exercising their knowledge as
subject matter experts.
Whereas the previous structure created silos, this will bring strands together and we can work towards a dynamic and
rewarding member experience with joined up thinking at its core.
How?
We are now recruiting for numerous working groups that will suit a diverse range of member interests, skills and
availability. These working groups will be given some overarching goals and plenty of useful guidance and training,
but they will also have autonomy to allow for creativity to flow.
In practice…?

Steering committee
Planning: taking into account:
- Strategy set by the board
- Data on member engagement, satisfaction
and feedback
- Industry news and intelligence

Working group
Action: Takes top line plan from the steering
committee and project manages to delivery.

Delivers top level plan to working groups

Brings together content that really speaks to the
interests and needs of the membership then
liaises with CFA UK office so staff can assist with
operations and coordinate marketing effort.

Reviews throughout membership year, updating
plans to best serve the membership

Reviews success and reports back to steering
committee.

Skills to use and develop: Strategy, planning,
industry knowledge, leadership, building vision,
joined-up thinking, collaboration, management

Skills to use and develop: Subject matter
expertise, industry knowledge, project
management, networking, creativity, writing,
presentation skills

Recognition and reward for planning a
dynamic, collaborative programme that drives
member satisfaction

Recognition and reward for delivering
content that educates and engages members

